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**Abstract:**

After a brief presentation of the contribution of design optimisation in regard of availability and safety, this paper describes an original method to assess and optimise complex systems, which are composed of interdependent units. This hybrid method is realised by coupling of different techniques (Fault-tree, markovian processing, Monte-Carlo simulation) and is applied to solve any problems from spatial area (satellites, control centres...). Using tools of CAB INNOVATION Company, the main part of modelling is automatically realised by software and is accessible to non-specialist designers. So, the processing assessment is enough fast to be directly coupled with optimisation techniques as Genetics Algorithms or Nelder Mead algorithm in regard of criteria defined by the user (maximum of availability for the best cost).
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**Introduction**

Optimising system architecture, implementation, maintenance and operation, as regards the availability of the service provided for the user, frequently covers major opportunities. According to the problems encountered, the objective may consist in minimising possession and maintenance costs while complying with an availability goal, maximising availability for a given cost target, or complying with a criterion laid down using these results.

This optimisation is the result of multiple trade-off covering the following in particular:

- distribution of system functions in various elements,
- reliability of elements which depends on the technologies implemented and the quality of the components used,
- rates of use,
- redundancies (if any) and their characteristics,
- functioning degraded mode (if any)
- reconfiguration duration

and for repairable elements:
- repair time on site or via a factory return,
- spare part kits on site (if any),

etc.

System availability may be evaluated by miscellaneous modelling techniques (Reliability Block Diagram, Markov graph, Petri net...) and processing (analytical computation, markovian processing, Monte-Carlo simulation...) methods.

In an industrial context, the duration of this evaluation, which covers modelling by analyst and computer processing, must be relatively short, and the results exact. Indeed, the assessment is often made during concurrent design engineering or call for tenders answer period. So the company are more and more often directly concerned by the good functioning of their products in operation by contractual incentive or penalty. In fact, the evaluation is now part of an optimisation process and no more a mere verification.

1 - Problematical:

In such context, CNES has two kinds of assessment and optimisation problems to solve:

- The satellites are non-repairable systems but can be reconfigured by using on board redundancies or degraded modes.
- The on ground systems (antenna, control centres, telecommunication networks...) which can be repaired or reconfigured.
Independently of their sizing (about one hundred different units), these two kinds of system can be considered as “complex”, because they are composed of interdependent units. By example, the failure rate of one unit in cold redundancy ($\lambda$ or $\lambda_{OFF}$) depends of the states of nominal units (in failure or not). In the same way, maintenance characteristics of one unit (reparation duration…) could be affected by the states of the other ones in case of common resources using (spares, repair officers…).

### 2 – Methodological aspect:

Two main criteria have to be considered in this context:

- It shall be possible for designers to validate the model, which must also, if possible, be accessible to non-specialists,
- processing time shall be compatible with the search for an optimum design

This search could be conducted by means of sensitivity analyses conducted on each parameter individually. But theses methods quickly reach their limits, in particular when there are numerous variables and multiple optima, and it then becomes necessary to call upon more sophisticated optimisation techniques from the fields of operational research and artificial intelligence.

In this context, the duration of Monte-Carlo simulation is a very hard constraint.

Markov processes have significant advantages, in terms of computation time and accuracy, over the Monte-Carlo simulation techniques, but are limited by the possible number of states of the system. However models in Markov graph form are relatively complex and can only really be implemented by specialists.

Models in fault-tree form are very simple and corresponding analytical processing is fast. But this modelling method is static and can't take into account the complexity (stochastic dependencies).

Nevertheless, a hybrid method realised by coupling of different tools has allowed solving the main part of the CNES problems. This method has been implemented with tools of CAB INNOVATION company (SUPERCAB: markovian processing, CABTREE: Fault-tree, GENCAB: optimisation and SIMCAB: simulation).

### 3 – Used method

The main principles of this method are:

- coupling between fault tree and Markovian-processing functions,
- using of generic M among N redundancy models and automatic Markovian modelling tools,
- coupling between assessment and optimisation tools (hybrid method using Genetic Algorithms and non-linear Simplex),
coupling between assessment and Monte-Carlo simulation tools to control dispersions in computations.

3.1 - Processing of the complexity

Taking into account of the complexity in all kinds of design is today impossible. Any dependence relations, linking certain transition rate values to system conditions (conditional maintenance, cold redundancy...) can’t be taken into account in fault-trees. Such dependence relations can be modelled by Markov graph but only for small system due to the limitation of number of states ($2^n$ states when $n$ elements make up the system). This complexity can be taken into account by Monte-Carlo simulation but the processing duration is long and the results not very precise. However, the majority of systems are not entirely complex but only partially. In fact, such systems are composed of complex or simple subsystems. Coupling between a fault-tree tool (CABTREE), to describe the functioning of a system from subsystem conditions, with a markovian tool (SUPERCAB), to modelise the subsystems functioning, allows solving the main part of CNES problems. This coupling possibility is illustrated by the example of figure 1.

Figure 1. Coupling between fault-tree and markovian processing tools
3.2 - Automatic markovian modelling

The Markov graph modelling is long, hard and difficult. The risk of mistake is important especially if a non-specialised designer makes the modelling. This is why SUPERCAB tool includes generic M among N redundancy models and an automatic Markovian modelling tools.

3.2.1 - Generic M among N redundancy models

From a parametrical function, the tool built a markovian matrix and then assesses the availability or reliability in transient or steady state, as shown in figure 2.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\lambda, \mu & & & & & \\
\lambda, \mu & & & & & \\
\lambda_{\text{OFF}}, \mu & & & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\text{REDONDANCY (M; N; } \lambda, \lambda_{\text{OFF}}; \mu; T)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{No failure : 1} & & & & & \\
\text{Loss of 1 unit : 2} & \mu & & & & \\
\text{Loss of 2 unit : 3} & & \mu & & & \\
\text{...} & & & & & \\
\text{Loss of N-M unit : N-M+1} & & & & & \\
\text{System loss : N-M+2} & & & \mu & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 2. M among N reparable cold redundancy (one single repair officer)

A more generic model has been realised to assess the whole redundancy types used by CNES, for repairable systems (on ground) or only reconfigurable systems (on satellites). This model can take into account ON and OFF failure rates (\(\lambda\) and \(\lambda_{\text{OFF}}\)), probability of failure before using up (\(\gamma\)), average reconfiguration duration in which the mission is stopped (MDT_s) and average non-operational duration due to failure (MDT_l). Both durations can be modelled by exponential (rates \(\mu_i\)) or Erlang law (with k fictitious states). Several politics of maintenance can be considered with 1 or n repair officers or with duration of reparation independent of the number of units in failure.

\[
\text{REDONDANCY (M; N; } \lambda, \lambda_{\text{OFF}}; \gamma; T; \text{MDT}_s; k_l; \text{MDT}_l; \text{Type}_l; \text{MDT}_s; k_s; \text{Type}_s; R)
\]

This parametrical function assesses the availability (at t or \(\infty\)) or the reliability, considering the loss of system as an absorbing state.
In case of the mission is not stopped during reconfiguration duration, the markovian matrix with dimension $N-M+2$ as shown in figure 3 is used.

![Figure 3. M among N redundancy (system available during reconfigurations)](image)

In case of the mission is stopped during reconfiguration duration, the markovian matrix shown in figure 4, with dimension $2(N-M)+2$, is used.

![Figure 4. M among N redundancy (system unavailable during reconfigurations)](image)

An improvement of this last model allows calculating the reliability or the availability of a set of units in redundancy $M$ among $N$ with a stock $S$ of spares as shown in figure 5.

The system is available during the $N-M-S$ first reconfiguration duration but unavailable during the following ones.
3.2.2 - Automatic Markovian modelling tool

To easily assess different designs, the tool generates automatically Markov matrix of a system, from logic expressions featuring its behaviour. Its principle is described in figure 6.

States in which system is available are defined by a logic expression using operators OR (+), AND (×), NOT (n). Any possible dependence relations, linking certain transition rate values to system conditions (conditional maintenance, cold redundancy...), may be similarly expressed. In the example of figure 6, unit c is off if a and b are running.

If system units are not all considered as individually repairable, equivalent states may be regrouped by the program for optimising matrix dimension. The last example can be optimised as shown in figure 7.
So as to identify the regrouped states, to each of them is given the name of group states comprising most of failing units \((c \text{ nb } na = c \text{ b } na + c \text{ nb } a + c \text{ nb } na)\).

Repair rates relating to blocks may be subsequently introduced in reduced matrix (example: repair rates of set \(ab\)).

The dimension of the build matrix is variable according to the logic expressions used. However this equivalent states grouping method is efficient particularly for not repairable systems as satellites. The two examples of figure 15 leads to matrix of dimension 8 instead of 32 \((2^5)\) and 10 instead of 64 \((2^6)\).
3.3 - The optimisation

Coupling between assessment and optimisation tools allows automating the search of the most efficient architecture in accordance with criteria. This criteria links by example availability (or reliability) and possession and maintenance costs. GENCAB tool allows such coupling. It is based on an especially efficient technique aiming at seeking the overall optimum (hybrid method using Genetic Algorithms and non-linear Simplex, also named Nelder Mead algorithm). Its general principle is described in figure 9.

The tool seeks the optimal parameter configuration (binary, integer or real type) which maximises or minimises function's result, without stopping at the first local optimum found. Example of Figure 9 shows this coupling possibility to optimise globally possession, running and maintenance costs. SUPERCAB tool assesses the system availability, which is transformed in cost of service unavailability.

![Diagram of GENCAB](image)

**Figure 8** – General principle of GENCAB generic optimising tool

![Diagram of system optimisation](image)

**Figure 9** – Example of system optimisation (6 real parameters and 2 integers)
3.3 - Dispersions analysis

Direct coupling between Monte-Carlo simulation and optimisation tools is often not possible due to the delay of assessment (the number of optimisation steps is multiplied by the number of simulation steps in a first approximation). On the other hand, coupling between assessment and Monte-Carlo simulation tools allows controlling variations in computations in accordance with input dispersions.

SIMCAB tool allows such coupling which is illustrated by two simple cases: The example of figure 10 shows the effects of input dispersions (Mean Time To Failure) on markovian processing results.

Figure 10 – Reliability dispersions of a system design

In the same way, the example of figure 11, shows the probability variation of a fault-tree top-event in accordance with the probability dispersions of the elementary events (the tool performs an analytical assessment without approximation).

Figure 11 – Probability dispersions in fault-tree
Conclusion:

Through this brief presentation of tools to assess complex systems dependability and safety and to optimise design, we wouldn't recommend a generic method but only show any solutions to solve specific problems. Indeed, the methods have to be chosen according to the problem characteristics and not only in accordance with the available tools.

However, moreover the quality of methods and tools, the design optimisation in regard of dependability is often difficult due to the lack of cost parametrical models and valid operational data.
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